My favorite ASIL resource is the Interest Groups. Their members are always providing up-to-date information about legal developments and opportunities for professionals and students who would like to research in a particular field. Indeed, without the Interest Groups, it would be very hard to filter the news and information that circulates in the world.

Fabio Leonardi, Tax LL.M. Candidate, Georgetown University Law Center
The American Society of International Law is dedicated to fostering the study of international law and to promoting the establishment and maintenance of international relations on the basis of law and justice. Founded in 1906, it brings a 100-plus-year-old tradition of convening its diverse community, comprising 4,000 members from more than 100 countries, to address the pressing international legal questions of the day. Its reputation for providing a forum for balanced, non-partisan, and rigorous analysis is unparalleled. As contemporary challenges—ranging from climate change to security, financial crises to pandemics—increasingly cross borders in our globalized world, international law, international lawyers, and international institutions are at the center of efforts to find solutions. The Society is a key player on this stage.

To stay informed, debate the issues, advance your career, and shape the future, please accept this invitation to join us.

**Benefits of Membership**

**Scholarship and News**

The American Society of International Law is an indispensable resource for those studying, teaching, or practicing international law, as well as those simply interested in understanding more about the law and governance structures that are shaping our world. Its periodicals—available at no additional charge to members—are unparalleled in their authoritativeness and reputation for intellectual rigor. They include the world’s premier scholarly publication in the field, the American Journal of International Law, as well as must-have resources such as International Legal Materials, the Annual Meeting Proceedings, the quarterly ASIL Newsletter, and the electronic bulletins IL.post, ASIL Insights, ASIL Materials, and the electronic bulletin ASIL.Law, which are indispensable tools for members interested in the latest developments in international law and governance.

**Debate, Discussion, and Problem Solving**

The Society provides the must-go forum for discussion of the cutting-edge issues of the day. ASIL members enjoy a vast array of opportunities to debate, discuss, and learn—including the annual Research Forum for the discussion of works-in-progress, Interest Group workshops, joint meetings with sister international law societies, continuing legal education (CLE) webinars, and, of course, the Annual Meeting in Washington, DC. ASIL also regularly convenes its member experts in task forces, study panels, and working groups to help resolve complex international legal issues and to develop recommendations for strengthening international law and the institutions that implement and enforce it.

**Networking and Professional Development**

In the rapidly changing and globalized field of international law, the Society provides an invaluable network of colleagues—searchable through its online member directory—who share insights, ideas, connections, and opportunities from around the world. More than two dozen Interest Groups help members connect in person and online with colleagues in their particular areas of expertise. ASIL continuing legal education (CLE) programs and teaching seminars help practitioners and academics stay current and hone their skills. And with fellowship opportunities, its biennial Career Gala, job postings, and hundreds of potential mentors, the Society is a gold mine for students and new professionals looking to make a start in the field.

**Education and Outreach**

ASIL’s educational programs serve its members and also raise awareness and understanding of the role of international law within the larger community. The Society regularly organizes seminars and publishes resources for judges on the international legal questions that are increasingly coming before their courts. The Society’s “100 Ways International Law Shapes Our Lives” booklet and secondary school curricula support outreach to a new generation of international law’s constituents. And ASIL regularly connects its member experts with news media outlets to inform their coverage of international legal questions.

**GET INVOLVED**

To take advantage of these and many other ASIL member benefits and to help shape the future of international law, join the world’s leading association for scholars, practitioners, and students of international law.

JOIN ASIL

Visit www.asil.org/membership; call +1-202-939-6001; or email services@asil.org.
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The Annual Meeting is a bit like an overflowing buffet table of international law dishes. It brings people from all over the world, interesting topics, and it truly a defining event for international law aficionados.
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